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First Name: Odne Stokke 

Surname: Burheim 

Organisation: HiST - Sør-Trøndelag Univ. College 

Job Title: Assoc. Professor 

Email Address: odnesb@hist.no 

 

I will participate as: A prospective project participant 

Short description of organisation:  HIST/NTNU - University /university-college with focus on technical and 

scientific research and education. ENERSENSE is a centrally supported research area. Trondheim Norway 

 

Main areas of expertise: 

As a group we focus on the nexus between energy efficiency, energy storage and sensor technology. 

Previous, relevant EU project experience: 

FP7 – CAPMIX, as a postdoctoral fellow. http://www.capmix.eu/ 
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Project proposal Acronym/Title: 

Call topics of interest: EE-12-2017: Integration of Demand Response in Energy Management 

Systems while ensuring interoperability through Public Private Partnership (EeB PPP) (page34) 

Short description of project idea: Development of new energy saving technological systems integrated in 

buildings currently being planned. We are interested in how the users respond to these new building 

technologies and how this affects overall energy consumption. We want to try new technologies in buildings 

being built, so that we can assess the impact of integrating the technological use when renovating old buildings. 

Using KNX as an open standard will ensure replicability across the EU countries. 

The project will be conducted in close cooperation with industrial partners setting up demonstration 

buildings. We have prototyping laboratories, for both sensor/automation and for building/construction.  

 

Main objectives and how they will be achieved – including work packages: 

Our objectives are developing novel control systems, which takes monitoring and prediction of the user 

activity/actions into account. For instance, new technology for demand-response in ongoing building projects in 

order to evaluate user responses as a tool to improve impact of installed technology. In other words, what 

technology should actually be selected to give the largest impact. The gathered information is to be extrapolated 

to asses the impact for building renovation projects using the technology subject to investigation.  

Our context is that we are starting up a PhD project that undertakes several different aspects of upgrading old 

buildings to new energy standards. In parallel to this, we have ongoing project of new houses currently being 

planned, with the intention of starting the actual construction in about a year. We also have expertise within 

sensor and automation technology – both for using state of the art and for developing new sensors. We also 

have competence within the open KNX platform. Our goal is to contribute on technology implementation and 

evaluation in realistic environments.  

Our background is a centrally supported research area at our institution where we focus on the nexus between 

energy efficiency, energy storage and sensor technology. We constitute a team consisting of  professors, PhD-

students and engineers. 

Our approach could for instance be to include more engineering time to support existing and ongoing research 

activities in the field, so that research based knowledge can come out of ongoing demonstration projects. 

Potential work package modules for us could include: 

WP1. Integration of the technology in new buildings. 

WP2. Information analysis and extrapolation impact in renovation projects. 

WP3. Dissemination. 

Expected impact of the project: 

New standards for building renovation projects that improves demand response of users, in order to improve 

overall energy efficiency. 

Environmental and socially important impacts: Better energy economy. 

Barriers and obstacles that may determine the impact of the project: Not recognised at this point. 

Profile of partners sought (cities, regions, consultants, other, geographic location…) and expected role in the 

proposal:  

We are looking for the partners in counselling and consultant. We are also looking for user oriented partners. 
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Specific countries/regions/cities you are keen to collaborate with: Open 

Confirmed partners: Isoblock 

Any specific technologies / businesses / business sectors you are keen to collaborate with: Open 
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